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Five fore~asting.models,first, second, and third order exponen-
tial s·moothing, moving ·average, and linear regression, are applied 
, to eighty-one time series and· the resultant· minimum for.ecast error 
for each of the five methods on each of the time series is computed. 
An analysis of variance is then performed on the error terms. If 
a significant d.ifference \is discovered, a Scheff e' test employing 
ninety-one differ~nt contrasts is performed. An evalu\tion of the 
,:<tf 
. . . •, .< \· .. ·· 
., 
methods based on the· results of the anal·ysis of variaJce and Sche:ffe' 
·"' test -·,,indicates that first ·order exponential smoothing is ~uper.io~,. 
r 
·/4... 
subject to the restrictions of the experimental proc~dilre. 
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INTRODUCTION .1 . 
• 
1.0 The Forecaster's Problem. .. 
How to. forecas .. t time series has been a· problem face~ by econo-
mi·sts, statisticians, and business forecasters. In the last ten 
. ,. years many new methods of forecasting have been developed. This 
is especially evident in the area of smoothing techniques. in the 
. seven years following Brown'.s· development- of exponential smoothing 
.,,. • . 
, 
· there has been an expl9sive proliferation of these techniques. This 
- - ·-- . '.-~-- r· • ·: • •. ,. 
. - .. . .. : ' 
. .-",.., 
tfias placed the forecaster in a difficult position. His sole use 
of the old tried and true method of moving averages is unacceptable. 
On the other hand, there has been little work done on determining how 
well these new forecasting techniques perform. Given a t_ime serieij, 
a forecaster currently has little to guide him in his selection, of 
a_ suitable fo~~casting te~~~~que. 




We will dete~mine forecast errors for each of five forecasting 
techniques (first, second, and third order exponential smoothing, 
-
·· moving average, and linear regression) when they are applied to· 81 
different time ~eries. These seri-es are characterized in terms of ' ' ,. . ··- . --
0 
.4 factors (trend, seasonal,- quarte~ly, and .. error) each of which can 
,; 





- - -·-- -·--------- ---- -
' . 
assume various sizes/ The findings from the s1 ·'"st11dies will. the~ ~ 
~-·· 
... 
, be reviewed. From this we hope to discover if (1) any, of the tech-
. . ;::· ., . ,. • • ~.., • - •• '." • I 
-
• 




-=-- -· · ··• · ·· · · niques consistently yielded smaller or larger forec.ast- errors an·d 




 ___, _____ __..,1,,-. - - -- - -- - - --..-· -
. ~ {~\ 
' ··------------·····-------···----- ·--------------·-----.-------
--·- - ---- --- -- --~-- -
' ~·"' ' 
-_-------------~-~~-· -.. ·-. -~---- ---(-2);··tf .. tliere··-was "iiriy ___ connection between factor• size. and the perfor-
, 
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. . , .. 
• I , •P', 
-··-,--... ', 
......... -I'. 3 ,-... 
be the basis for our concluding if~ or when; forecasters $hould 
use one or more of lthese techniq.l!eS. · . . 
1.2 Limitations 
An_y attempt to solve ·this type of real world problem is always 
· beset with spec~al difficulties. The canplexity of the outside 
world makes it virtually impossible for a researcher to completely 
describe a_ problem in mathematical terms. _ Thejefore, assumptions, _ 
approximations, and simplifications are necessary. This projec'bis 
troubled by t.hese same problems. Bef qre proceeding any further, 
these points will be discussed. 
• 
The determination of the worth of various smoothing methods is, 
· .in this instance, a series of statistical experiments. A time 
,,. 
series based on certain p:i;-operties is generated. The various smooth-
~ng techniques are applied to the series. The absolute t.otal fore-
'.··' 





__ , ____ ......... ----- cast error for each technique is then calculated. Statistical tests 
, .. 
are us.ed to· determine whether -any ~ the f'orecast errors are signi-
fic.antly better or worse than the others. Based on these tests, 
conclusions are -drawn. A.new time series is then generated and the 
,. 
·entire experiiqent is repeated again. This is, of course, only a 
rough description of all of the work that was·actually performed. 
. 
Hopefully, it will convey· to the reader an overall idea of t};le nature 
. 
. of the work •. '• 
" 
I l The first · assumption involved in the 'Work~-fs~--tha-t--the-bes't 
• 
- . 
measure of a forecast's. worth is the forecast error. ' ' Al though· some 
. ) :C'- l 
. ----------. - ~-··------··---~-~-~-




.. . ., ..... ·····~-~ :;· ----··. --·· ·-·-------··. - . 
. authdrs have advanced· other ideas,· the overwhelming majority con- . 
.. . 
•l"llf'-s idEir this to be· true~ ~h~-~next pr<:>bl~ involves the number of time ~ .,_ ' 
_,, 
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. -~ series and forecast-ing techniques covered in the work. This project 
-
was run on more than 80 time series and used f-ive smoothing tech- . · 
niques. These represent ~ond~tions commonly found in the busin~ss 
world and, in particular, were typical of activities within the 
- < Weste.rn Electric Company. In this regard, it should be noted that 
at no time we_re any assumptions made which were unique to .. th-is 
company. On the other hand, when certain values were required, as 
in the simulation runs~ the values chosen were those typical of 
products found in this type of manufacturing firm. In Chapters III 
and IV the rationale of these selections will be ,explatned. · . Finally, 
there always exis,ts the question of t~e forecaster's knowledge of 
. . 
the time series. rhis will be discussed in detail in the next 
section. 
---~--1.3 - Knowledge of· a Time Series Process 
.; 
. 
. A time series is a sequence of points in chronological sequence. 
The assumption underlying all time series analysis is that 'there is 
a certain process which primarily determines the value _of each point 
in the time" series.. It is also assumed that there is a random 
function, or noise, af~ecti~g the size of eac~ value. This· noise 
represents all of t~e other factors, aside .from the basic process, 
.,,,. ,. 
'• -
which have contributed to. the 'form.of the time series. These con-
cepts will be further.developed in.Chapter III. The ~mportant point 
' 
' ~ ' . 
of the preceding'' discti~sion is that the. b~~t. procedure when fore-
: .~ 
" 
· c.a$ting a time series is to know its exact underlyi'ng process· •. Then, 
the best forecast is· that process. Unfortunately, the underlying 
processes are seldom well known and frequently complex. In terms''·o£ 
........ 
···"'·''4 . M.fi.. 
f~\~: 
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. . 









... clas~ical. forecasting techniques, they normally consist of secular 
r 
· trend, cyclical variations, and seasonal variations (5). To· these 
factors must be added . the , confpund ing effect of nois&. The~- con-,, . 
struction of a model which describes the exact underlying process 
for a spe~fic time series is therefore quite difficult. When t-he 
forecaster is faced with doing this for 5,000 or 10,000 time-series, 
his job becomes impossible. This, of course, is the situation en-"' 
countered in the merchandise, purchasing, or material ordering de-
" ;./ 
·' partment of a medium or l~Jte firm. 
Fortunately for t)re forecaster, .it is not. necessary to· know ./ 
the exact underly'in·g process when one uses smoothing techniques. 
/ 
. They can be ~J)Plied mech~nically to any serie~ of numbers. This does 
- not mean tlfa~ they will all yield good forecasts. In fact, it has 
been ,shown (3) that certain types of smoothing techniques have been 
·- -----~- - __ ..:___ ___ ·----~--- -- --
. ~vefoped which will -do a better job (they yield smaller forecast. 
errors than other smoothing-methods) when a time ·series has a certain 
general type of ,process. The significance of this statement lies in 
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the time series, he can sele~t a-smoothin,. tectini~u~ which will yield 
.. a good forecast. This· is a different situation tha.n that faced by the 
.. 
-
. .. -.!J 
. 
. . model builder who must know the exact form of the underlying process 
· (its .. components, their size·, and their relationship to each other) 
··,._;, before he-"can begin forecasting.· 
,,1> 
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CHAPTER II 
. . ::-~ .. -: :·.~ . 
.., ·,. 
DESIGN OF THE EXPERIMENT".'· 
,· .i' 
.. 
. ' .. 
' ' ....... J 
. .• ·,' 
'. '· ..... 
·' 
~1, ·' • 
. . :• .-· 
. .',1 .. ·. ·" 
,. ' .'_ · .... 
' - • ..... • . .. :. - • ~-. '.. ~ > ' • 
• 
~--· The overall struc·ture of the thesis can be best understood ~y L..., ... 
.;: 
'. 
. brief,ly ·discussing the forecast error table printed for each indi-
vidual experiment. Later chapters will describe in detail each 




. Y = A + B( t) + C sin 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
N AL-1 AL-2 AL-3 
.80 .15 .05 
1 __ / 1.0 ~15 • 15: 
l · · -- -, 8-5 --- • 15 · • l-5 · 
2 n Ct> 
12 + D cos 
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62 .8 . 
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35.5 . . (q) 1 1.0 .45 .• 30 2 33.0 ) 
Average 40.0 .. 
· FIGURE 2.1 
33.0 
39.6' 69.2 72 .o 46.3 
' s 
Equation 2 .1 is used to generate four time series of 48 points 
,J 
I . 
;;. ... ~.-. 
\ f 
each ( t-1 ~ 2, \··· •• 48). The· four ,.series are handled independe.ntly,; ·.thu·s · . 
., 
-each table is composed of four lines (n, o, p, and,q). These series 
" . 
' 
: ;- ':,.. 
> 
· di.ffer only in their er:ror term E • The other c,~efticients,A, B, C,. 
' • ·-t. 
,, 
and D, and hence the other terms in the basic equation 2.1 remain 
. 
. 
:fixed for one ex~eriment. · E , which is the product of a fifth coef-
' . . 
fici·ent ·E · and a random standard nor·mal deviate; ·diff~r~ only· in the 
. ·, 
,· . 
ra·ndom deviates chosen for each series. . The RAND. function in the 
~ . . 
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'Each of the paramet~rs, B, C, D, and E, will -be assigned a· 
- small_,_ medium, and large value. The overall ·p·roject .. ·;111 be run( __ 
('-
., :} _, 
~·-
on all combinations of these si~~s~ An i~dividual study is s~mply 
one of these- combinations. ···Chapter III describes in detail equation 
2.1 and how these sizes were chosen. 
f The body of the table can be separated into two sections. 




FE=" x y 
"" t+l- t t=24· 
t = time period 
·x = value of time series at time t · -t 
Yt ·=value of forecasting technique j at time t ,J 
for each of .the fiv.e forecasting techniques when applied to each 
of the four time series. All of the·se techniques require various 
------- ··-··-···· .... ---·- ···- ·-····-···· . 
- - --- -- - -- -
- -
--- - - - . - --- - -
-----··-···-----------·----· _ .. - • ·--. -·1 - a.:.-,,...,..-· ~--~--'---·---··---------
- - - - - ··--
.. 
parameters for their usage. ·These para~eters can assume a range of 
values, and therefore--,- can yield more than one total -forec·ast error. 
The figure in the table is the minimum total forecast error for all 
·values of the parameter qsed by that forecasting method. Columns 
-· !~ 
a-e contain the size of·the parameter that yielded these minimum 
, 
. ~ 
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.-N. in moving average , 
a in 1st orcter Exponential Smoothing 
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TABLE 2.1 (cont'd) 
> 
Column Meaning 
Yields Minimum Forec~st 
Error Found in Column ,. 
d a in 3rd Order Exponential Smoothing i 
e Nin line~r regression j 
Chapter IV discusses the formulation of each of the. five fqre-
' . 
cast techniques and how they were programmed. , 
. .£... -~ ~. 
Chapter V describes how an analysis of variance was used on eaeh·-
. ' 
study to determine if there· was any· signif,icant difference among 
the forecasting t~chniques~ · 
Chapter VI will discuss the application of the Scheffe' test 
.. , ..•. 
on those studies where significant differences were discovered. 
test uses the averages (FE) to de_termine which of the forecasting 
techniques was significantly different from the others. 
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.3-~ 0 Gener.al Propert·ies 
CHAPTER III 
TIME SERIES 'MODELS 
. . .;. 
As stated in Chapter .i, there is an infinite number of time 
. ,- ,. 
· series· processes. The one chosen i·s Y = A + B(t) + CFsin. 
21r(t) + DFcosr.:(t) + E · where E is N(o:;E2). It is felt that thi~ 12 4 ./ \ 
equation approxi~ates economic processes co~only found in the 
.real world. 
Each term of equation·(2.l) was chosen to simulate a factor 
known to·affect economic data. By varying parameters A, B, C, D, 
. . ; 
'.,. 
' 
and E an infinite number of time· series can be generated. The para-
meter A defines the initial value of the series. The second term, 
B(t), is used to supply an upward or downward slope. This term is 
. vital, for almost all economic data exn.fbits some type of trend. 
21"' C sin !2'(t) supplies the seasonal effect so commonly found in the 
.real world. The fourth term, D cos,r~(t), gen~rates a quarterly 
. 4 
... ,r• 
component. This harmonic is,frequently found in'firms having 
. 
' quarterly production schedules. ~he error term, E , is defined as 
having a norm'a·l cli'stribution ·with mean O and variance -Tl'. The 
,, 
addition to these individual terms yields a time ,:·series which~ can ... 
take -a variety of shapes and covers a multitude of situatiqns. 
-
., · ·a.1. Special Time Series ·Models 
The 'setting of som~ of the paramet.ers . t,o zero -yields some 
··-· ' 
'··: -. ~/. '-:-~-----.-·--' 




special time·series. When B~ C, and Dare zero, the equation defines 
a constant model. This mode·1 has been analyzed theoretically., · and " 
,,_ .. , 
• ·.1~ 
~ ., ,,, 
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. 'l~:o 
the -mean and variance of the forecast error for -ft·rst and second 
• 
order exponential smoothing are knQwn. Setting C: and D to zero 
. . 
results in a linear model. Its properties are also known,.and it 
" 
., 





These are of interest because (1) they have been theoretically 
analyzed· and (2) the known properties of their forecast error was 
used for checking the validity of the c·omputer' s program calcu-
lations. It should be pointed out that more complicated models or 
techniqu_es pecome so gruesome to analyze, that the work becomes 
virtually impossible. 
. 
3.2 Simulation Problems 
The central question involving the equation is ·determining 
.. 
·"!' ... 
values of the parameters. Fortunately, the value of .A has. no eff~ct 
- --·. - . - ~-· - ~-~---·---------- -
···- '-·- ----··--·· .-·----
. . . 
'·~· .. ·· ....... ~,.·: 
.. . 
on the fore-cast error·~-- - It filffrely de·fine·s t·he initial values of a--. 
series and needs only to be large enough to insure that no value of 
' \' 
the time series are negative. Engelhard (3) has proven this theo-
,. 
retically by showing that the mean forecast error for constant and 
. , liQ.ear models does· not include A. The. size of· the remaining para-
meters is crucial. B, being a slope, ranges from· - 00 to· + oo . The 
• ti 
""' values of B between ·o to - oo will not be explored. These would re-
sult · i;n a time series that eventually· would ·be negative. 
. - . 
This is · 
' . 
~ ' 
obviously an impos~ib~e situation. For~positive value of B three.·· 
values.were chosen -- small- ·(.5), medium (1.0), and large (1.5). · 
, . Any finer brea~down would result in increasing the numb.er of experi-
~·,.·· 
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could result in the. failuiie to uncover certain properties of.the 
· forecasting techniques, or leave gaps in the resu_lfs which wo~ld · 
~mit theii: appliCability. · This same pJJilosophy was applied. to the 
remaining three parameters • 
. r . \ \ 







a difficult task. · The seasonal and quarterly components were es- " 
pecially trying. A literature search 1faile~ to reveal any definitive Gr 
measure of small-medium, or large. Therefore, a study was undertaken 
. 
. ~ to discover a product with known seasonal· and quarterly ·fluctuations. 
I 
Discussions with Western Electric merchandise men revealed that cable 
exhibited these features. Accordingly, its demand was analyzed~ 
· The objective was to discover three percentage factors for each 
component. These percentages would then be multiplied by a factor 
F which was simply A+ B(t). By placing these parameters on a per-
centagE! basis the results ..... could --be---mo~--e-a-sil·y generalized. 
,· . 
The study of the.seasonal effect was organized inithe following 
manner: 
·;,. 
1. Monthly demand data was .. gathered for four types of· cable. 
/ 
· 2. This data was converted to a perc<3ntage basis. . 
. 
.. 
3. The absolute maximum deviations above and ·below the average were determined. 
.. 
• .. - - 1' 4. These deviations were ayeraged (they yi~lded a figure of 58%). ··~ 









_ large· value for the·seasonal term. Based oµ 'thi.s value, . the. per~ ... · 
JI 
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"i 
- A similar study· was undertaken for the quarterly component. · Its -
:;·,. ....average deviation was- found -to be 25%. -Based on tliis figur~ the per-
~-r~-::v··'· 
-~-
centage for the medium effect was placed at 15% and for the small 
.... , 
Ii' 
at 10%. The details ot the computations can be found in Appendix I • 
..... ,, 
The value of E, the parameter that determined the amount of 
·noise in the series, was a 0 special problem. If Eis set at too high · 
. , 
a level, the points become esse~tially. random, and it becomes impos-· 
sible to arrive at any worthwhile conclusions. Therefore, a pre-
liminary simulation was perf ormfad to determine this crftical E value .•. 
A linear time series (C = O, D ·= 0) with various values of E was 
run. When no significant differences appeared among th~ various methods 
it became evident that the error was dominating the series, for nor-
mally second order exponential· smoothin·g yields the best forecast 
of this linear time series. This·condition occurred for E = 20%. 
"This value was divided into fourths and the first three values were 
' ··-· ···--· ., ..... 
chosen to repre~ent the three levels. 
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used to calculate the values for B,C, D, and E were based on real 
business conditions. This is·in keeping with t~e underlying philo-
' • a 
I 
sophy of the thesis; However,· th1s does not mean th.at the. results 




conflicting problems of a Chr'istmas tree ·seller, a ·supermarket - ""'.'"'--·-_,..,.-
p 
~operator, . and t.he manufacturer . of 8,000,000 tel'ephones ·8 yea-r. 
.. ,. . . . ~ . ,;. .. 
The , ...... - .-. 
• 
most that can be hoped for is that the procedures and results are 
sufficient~~~general so as to ~e useful in a wide variety of situations. 
.. 
, ·.~ 
. . ,. ,, . ,. . 
- .. 
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Of the many possible forecasting te·chniques available, five 
... 
were chosen for these experiments.. They a;re short term smoothing 
methods with lead times of one month. That is, the forecast made 
this month -is used to predict next month's value. Each of these 
will be briefly discussed from a conceptua1 as well as a computational 
l point of view. For the interested reader, Brown (1) contains a de-
tailed ·description of all of these methods. 
The primary reason for restricting the study to these_smoothing 
methods is because they are so clearly defined and widely used. There 
.:', 




• I ' 
of the other fore·cast ing techniques. For example, the Salvo adaptive 
-- model requires that- the forecfilster choose which techniques will be ,. 
' 
t. combined (8). The ratio model as defined by Salmon (8) was heuris-
tic ally altered to improve its performance•: Since this paper is 
attempting to arrive at conclusions ~l!ichi. are clearly understood 
~ 
and applicable, these types of "unsettled forecasting methods" are 
" 
... 




.. In the actual work all of the tec!iniques had this much in common, . 
' 





forecast error was then computed on t,he next twenty~four points. It. 
/ 
-wa-s fel·t that ·24 periods, or 2 years if the data was. monthly, was a 
Q. 
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..___ ,· · .. 
from the initia~izing. To verify this,. a test run was : made and ·its 
'---
• result in~yicated that the forecast had settled down to the p~9per 
level after 24 months procedure. · The next twenty-four periods were 
used to give each technique sufficient time to display its prowes~. 
4.1 Moving Average and Linear Regression 
' ' 
These two methods are considered togetper b~cause of their 
sim~·larity. Moving average is one of the ·oldest and most widely 
used forecasting methods. It is defined as: 
... 
Xt + Xt-1 ••• Xt-N+l 
N 4.1 
,. ' -- .'' 
. '• 
. . . 
. ' 
•. '-,,-.--
. --- ------~-- - -
- ----~ - - ----- _where_Yt is the--mo~ing aver_age~ forec·as±.{m) at period t.* -· --N-1s------~----------,m 
•••• ~:·' h • 
""' 
a variable that defines the number of past observations used in making 
the forecast. A small value of N results -in" a foreca·st that, is ( 1) 
more sensitive to the most re·cent observation and (2) has a greater 
' 
te~d~ncy to overrespond if the data is highly erratic. In the ex-
I' peri.ments the values that N can assume will be 1, 2, 3, 4, ·5, or 
.... 
10 moriths. The N that yields the smallest forecast error will be 
•.. judged ~s most effective. This value of N (column a, Figure 2.1) 
. 
· alon·g with its corresponding optimum total forecast error (column £, 
·Fig. "2. l) will be· used in the .analysi~ of variance performed .on 
-
. each experiment ... 
- . 
... 






li'near regression technique. This least squares .method minimizes t·he · 
sum of the squares re~idual between the data xt and the forecast 
. ' I 
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•. 
Yt. This requires. the solution of a pair of si.mul taneot.is equations 
• 
aN+b :Et= Ex· 
a }: t+b E.t2 = }:tx 
. where a = the intercept of the least squares line 
(4.12) 
(4.J3) 
- --· -•----- ::...,--'•.•·•,.\ _____ :_:_,_. .... :. ___ . __ ::.:.,.. ,-··:.. ·-- :,: ... - ~-- ···-- ····---,- ·-·-·· ,, ... 
------ -----
b = slope of the least squares ·11ne 
Brown (1) has shown that the estimate of these two coefficients is 
at= Yt = ,m 
xt + xt-1····xt-N+l 
N 
which is simply the moving average 






·· xt + xt-1 + 2. 2 
which ban be expressed recursively as 
N+l 
· Xt-N+l 2 . 
The forecast based on this least squares is 
·(4.14) 
( 4 .15) 
(4.16) 
• ·•-: • .~-,. -. •,-- - .L- • •-- -- -• • • ,-.- -- • -
, . 
,. 
. ·-· -··--·- ---~·---- - -------~- ·- ·---o-··-:- - . ------·-- •·- .. -
(4.17) 
As in the case of moving average N is assigned the values of 1, 2, 3, 
4, 5, and 10 months and the resultant minimum f orecast(-:error .(col.. j, 
Fig. ·2.1) and optimum.N(col.·e, 'Fig. 2.1) are recorded. 
4.2 Exponential .Smoothing 
,. . 
.First, second, and third.order exponential smoothing were also 




. . . ., " . 




~ approaches .1 more weight is given to present .data and less to past . 
. ,..,.I ... 
... - -- -------- ---- --··-··-------.. 
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-were used. 
The use of these techniques is a two stage operation. First a · 
smoothing process must be perform~d. For first order exponential· 
smoo'thing this is 
(4.21) 
For second order 
I (4.22) 
And for third order 
(4 ,.23) 
From these smoothing values forecasts· can be made. For first order 
exponential smoothing this becomes 
(4.24) 





- .. -··---··•·------- •. --•.!· .•.. .....:; •••.. ···------ ·---·-·.----·---·~------ -
-_,_,_ For third order where /j = -1- Cl 
Yt, 3 = 6{J 2 +(6-5a)ar+ 
- 6/j 2 +2(5-4C1)C1 +2 2 
' - 2 








· (4. 26) 
(4.27) 
(4.28) ~ 
The minimum forecast error for Yt,l can be found in column g of 
<, 
figure 2 .1; the value of a. which- yielded this 'forecast error "is 
-,~ l~sted in column b. Likewise for second order the forecast er:ror 
,, 
is.recorded in column h, its a in column· c. An,.d for third order 
' 
··,<II< 
.. - . a_is in column d, its.forecast error in column i. 
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CHAPTER V · 
·-·.[ 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
5.0 Background 
J 
. After each of .. the five forecasting me-thods has been applied to 
each. of the· four time series that com.pose an experiment the following 
•• ,r-., 
information is available: 
/ 
5.0.1 The minimum total forecast error for each of the forecast 
error-time series combination. 






Since we are in'j:erested in determining whether there are any dif-
ferences·among the average forecast errors, an analysis of variance 
is. required. 
5.1 Procedure 
If one considers the forecasting techniques to be treatments, the 
problem becomes a one way analysis of variance. Referring to Table 2.1,. 
columns f-j are five _!evels with four oblJervations per level. Fur-
. 
thermq;re, the individual observat :ir,Q!J.:~-- :l:ll.!~ :-i-ndependent, since ea.ch was 
based on a time series generated with. different random numbers •. 
Therefore, the data meets the criteria of independence neede·d for an 
'I<-
. ~- ...• 
analysis of variance and subsequent F test · cal cul at ions. 
. 
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The degrees of freedom for the treatment effect :is i-1 where 
. . 




degrees of freedom is i(n-1) where n is the number of observations 
. \; 




· (FE· - FE) 1 
. i 1, ••• 5 
The error sum of squares is 
L j E (FEji - iii) i . 
where i = 1 , ••• 5 
,.t;.'",'f, 
j = 1, ••. 4 
The treatment mean· square 
-E (FE1 - FE) 
n 
• 1 1 -
d 
:and the error mean square 
E E<FEji -- FE.) - ' 1 
n(i-1) 













( 5 .11) 







.If the F ·ratio is less than_ 3. 06-, the F. 05 value for 4 and 15· degrees 











to .. ,, ..... ..,,..__ 
( 5 .• 15) 
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)-· CHAPTER VI 
. 
' 
-l>ETERMINA·TION OF SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES AMOkG ~NS 
6.0 General 
The goal of· the exper-iments is to determine if one or more 
... forecasting techniques yield superior or inferior results when applied· 
' :to a g _ i ven time serie~, model. Superior, in this context, means that 
. .... , .. ,"'-:'T 
-they yield a· sig·nificantly smaller F~, inferior the opposite. The 
· remainder of this ·chapter discusses the statistical processes used 
to detect these differences. 
The crucial question is, which one of these sm~othing techniques 
yields a smaller forecast error? ·one approach to answering this 
) 
-
question is.to perform t-tests on all combinations of 'FE's and rank 
\ 
the results. As Miller and Freund (6), among others, have pointed • 
out this· is not an acceptable approach. The number of combinations 
-------invol\Ted- iS l~l = n(~ .. i) and evell for relati,;8Iy small values of n 
;, 
. the number of· combinations beoomes quite large. This, in turn, 
could res.ult in detection of .. a significant difference from chance 
JI!' considerat~pns only. Furthermore, since these tests are not inde-
1) pendent it becomes vi'rtually impossible ·to as~ign an over-all level . 
I • of significance. ··For these reasons other techniques must be used. -:. 
. .. 
. A solution to this.problem. (and it is a ~ommon one faced by 
exp.erimenters) has ... been studied by. a n~b~r of statistfcfaris. Their 
"' (l.· '·~ 
work has resulted in development of "multiple range" an~ "mul-
' 
' " tiple con~rast tests~ Federer (4) contains explanations and examples 
)£ ' 
" 
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sider~bly controversy among statisticians as io the ·properties af 
• 
. . :. ·. ':·. ' 
.... ,·-' ,'. · . 
.. . ·, 
· these tests. Since the goal of t_h1s thesis is not: the· discussion of_ 
- -- - ' ' ~. .-· 
the ,pro's and co11 1·s of all the multiple ra~ge and cont~ast tests., 
ii: • ·~ .l :,,; ' ..: 
the author refers interested readers to works of Federer (4), 
Scheffe' (10), and Tukey (12) for a complete description of their 
merits. 
6.1 Scheffe' Test Background 
, Sche.ff e's test has been selected for a number of reasons. First, 
r ~· 
.- . 
and foremost, it is applica~le to the problem at hand. That is, the 
· ..... . 
- - ' null hypothesis b~ing tested is :that FE1 = FE2 = FE5 • An analysis 
p!- variance, ·t.hrough the use of an F test will indicate if there is 
any _sigqif_ic~nt difference ametig the FE' s. If there is none, then 
.. 
the conclusion that all forecasting techniques ·work equally well is 
/0 
-~-eached. However, if the ·F test indicates significant differences, 
• ii, 
' . 
. . ~ . . 
9, . 
-the S-Cheffe 1 -test--arlu.wT· an infinite· number ~of ways·~ to compare the·· ~ ----------· ·-·--- .. - . . ... -----·----------·---
e·· 
respective means-. A second property in its favor is its .known insen-
.; 
sitivity to s.oni~ ~ssumption made by. all su~h comparison techniques. 
" 4\). 
-Th.ese assumptions state th.at the distributions from which some FE. 
1. 
are calculated -is. n9_rmal, and that the variance of these ,n distribu_tjons 
.. 
are equal. There, is no, certa~pty that these assumptions apply to all, 
., ., .. 
the experiments and therefore the robustness of this ~est is important. 





the experimenter to. first· lopk at_. th·e data ·before applying this test. 
' " . " This type of eye-balling.. is dis:ti'nctly illega~ for the .multiple -~range 
tests ·and d~stroys' thei:r,v,.,n.4. error level~--·, 
'' 
. ·' .... 
.. 
. ..... :..,. ... 
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6.2 Scheffe' Test Procedure 
. . . The use of the Scheffe' test when there· is an equal number of· 
•. 
.observations per treatment is as f ol_lows :. 
A contrast is defined by 
cj =LciJTi 
where 
cij = weighting fact.or 
(6. 21) 
... 
rr. = the sum of the observations · for treatment i 1 
and 
L e· ij = 0 




- (n-1) F(l-a )(n,v2> -
= ms2 
n 
c2 .... V(Cj) 
~. 
. . e lJ i=l 
.. J 
n = number of forecasting techniques_ 
t'I 
. 2 ·~ 
. 
· ·s =. error mean square from ANOVA . . e . 
... . ~"· m = number of·obse-:r:vation~ fo~ each treatment 
v2_ -~ .degrees of 'fre.ed'om ;ssociated with ;s.2-...... . 
e . 
j ·~ contrast·~eing studi~d ~ 
When I cj j .. ~ A . [v<c}] l t.h~: contrast is said to be significant. 
.:-:. 
,) ~ 





--·~--c-. ~study 14. In ·~11 of. the experiments- A was a -coliEfta~t and = 
[4(3.?6~] l = 
-128.2. V(Cj) 
3. 5. For Co.ntrast 1 vs. 4, C. = · ( 1)(556. 5) t(-])(684. 7) = . ,. 
. J . . . 
= [ 4(136 .89) (1 ~ + l~)] ! - 1'15.8.' ~ince 1-128 .21 ~115.8 .. 
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the -contrast is significant'. · .. ,'·, .;.. ..,. ... 
.- (Table 6.1) There ~re 91 different contrasts among th-e five FE' s • 
. ..... ..-~ ~- .... •" ., " ... , .. -
j 
,.A computer ·program was developed to perform all of these c·ontrasts @7 
when a signlficant difference was discovered by the analysis of 
va~i'ance. The remaining chapters discuss the outcomes of these 
tests. 
• 
... ,• .. ;· .... 
. ~ ·. 
. . - ... \'. 
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4· 2,5 
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.. 2 4,5 
3. 1,2,3 
5 ·" 1·23· 
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·· SCHE~FE TEST CONTRASTS 
Table 6.1 . . 
4 0 2,3,4 vs l 1,3 vs 
5 -.. ,2,3,4 5 1,3 
l 2,3,5 1 1,4 
3 2,3,5 4 1,4 
:? 3,4,5 ._, l. 1,4 
.. 
. 
1 3,4,5 .2 l,5 
3' 1,3,4 :2 1,5 
:4 .1,3,4 5 . 1,5 
l· 1,3,5 :2 2,3 
2 1,3,5 4.· .2 ,4 
··s. 1,4,5 ·2 .. 2,5 
l 1,4,5 :~ 3 4· , ' 
" 
2 2,4,5 1 1,2,3 
4 ·.2,4,5 
.3: 1,2,4 
1 1,2,3,4 5. 1,2,5 
2· : :. 1,2,3,4 4. 2,3,4 
f•'~ 
.. ... 
'3 ·3: 1,2,4,5 . . '. 2,3,5 
4 1,3,4,5 2 3,4,5 
-
5 2,3,4;5 I ... 1,3,4 
3 l·,2 3,4-- 1, 3-, 5 
'I' 
5-- 1,2 3., & . 1,4,5 
3 1,2 4,5 
~~-4' ~ 
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.. CHAPTER VI I 
• ANALYSIS OF THE RESULT OF THE COMPUTER PROCESSING 
7.0 Introduction 
. 
As stated earlier. in the -thesis, three values of .B, C, · D, and E 
were us_ed in th-a simulations. This meant that 34· time series had t:o 
be generated. The·se were all processed in one lengthy computer run 
:; _, ~ ',. \ -
(lg hours). Since all 0£ the $tudies were pr6cessed in 6ne contin-
' 
· uous rup, the random deviates " . " ·string generated by the RAND function 
' were neve~ restarted fram the same value. The total output of each 
. . ~ 
' 
study consisted of a plo"t~-- of the first of the four series generated 
I 
in each st~dy, · tnd the data contained in Figure 2 .1 and Table 5 .1 • 
. If· the F. 05 value was less.than 3.06 the comment NO SIGNIFICANT 
DIFFERENCES was also printed. 
The followi.ng Table (7.1) lists the size of each of the para-
~ .... 
meters in the 81 studies comprising the main run. Also,incl~ded is· 
a statement as to whether o~ not. any significant differences were. 
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50 M M M s 
51 .... M M M M 
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52 M M M L 
53 M M L s 
54 M M L M 
55 M M L L 
... 56 
' 
M L ·S s 
+. 
57 M L s M 
58 M L s L 
59 M L M s 
60 M M 
61 M L M -L 
.62 M L L s 
63 L L M 
64 M L, L L 
65 .. L :S s s 
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L s s L 
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68 L· .. ' s s 
.. 
69 L s M M· 
0 70 L s M L 
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71 L :s L s 
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.7.1 .Scbeffe' Test , . ' . 
-r ... 
II 




. . i.,, ference among the FE., a Scheffe test WaS'performed. 
. ]. This required 
computation and analysis of 91 dif:f8rent C.Q~trasts. Of these, many 
Were not· significant and, ·hence, were of little interest. llO\Vever, ,,. 
significance was detected in anywhere from 25 to 65 of J;J:1e cases. 
Mo'St of these simply had redundant information. If one or two 
methods were better or worse than the others, then almost all of 
't:he co11-trasts in which they were included contained~ significant 
result. ~ther than burden the reader with an exhaustive list of 
il.11 of these contrasts, a summarized description.of them will be 
given. Table 7.2 contains these capsule sunonaries for the 39 time 





Ym = Moving average forecasting technique 
yl - 1st order exponential smoothing -
·1\7 
- 2nd order exponential smoothing 2 -
Y3 3rd order expo.nential smoothing --
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Y3 • There are no differences 
between Y3 and Yw, or be-
tween Ym, Y1, and Y2 • 
-. 
Ym, Y1, and Y2 are better than 
Yw. There are no diff ere~nces 
between Y3 and Yw, or Ym, Y1and 












are no differences among re-
maining methods. 
Same. as 29. 
Same as 29. 
",i' • ,, 
Same as 29. 
Same as 29. 
Same as 29. 
Same as 29. 
., 
· --- Y3 is worse~ than Y2 • There· are 
no differences among remaining 
methods • 
" ... ,,. ~ 
Y3 is worse thari Y2 and ·Yw, .~m 
., ·· ana Y1 ~.,a.re neither better nor 
worse than the other methods. 
,,. ,,c 
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Size of Parameters CommentsJ 



























































Same as 38. 
Same as 38. 
Y3 • worse than others. There 1S 
are no differences among re-
maining methods • 
Y3 and Yw are worse than others. 
There are no differences among 
Ym, Y1, and 
~ . 
14. Same as 
Same as 14. 
Same as 42. 
Same as 20. 
Same as 48. 
Same .as 48. 
Same as 48. 
Y2, or y· 3 and Yw·• 
.s Yw is better than either Ym 
or Y1 • There are no·signifi-
cant diffe,rences betwee-n Y3 and_ 
,, ¥2 or· Yw, ···between Y3 and Y2 and 
_ Ym and ¥1 , or between Ym and Y1. 
S. ·· ·Ym and Y 1 are worse than Y2 and 
Yw.: Ther~ are no differences 
amo·ng, f.irst order contrast, (J 





·~· Same as 68. 
Same as·41. )) 
Same as 14. 
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.Size of Paramete'rs 
C D B E 
L M M L 
l 
L M L -- L 
L L s s 
L L s M 
L L s L 
L L M s 
.L L M M 
L L M L· 
L L L s 














Same as 42. 
Same as 42. 
Same as 48 
Same as 42. 
Same as 48. 
Same as 14. 
Same as 48. 
I' 
Same as 48. 
Same as 42. 
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' .... -· 
7.2 '·Analysis · of Scheffe' Test Results 
".1·••"''11'''': .. , ,_, 
.. 
· A summary of T.able 7. 2 and the 42 studies having no · differences 

















61 .. 17 
B s w 
0 81 0 
' . 
2 79 0 
Q, 66 15 
3 61 17 
' . 
Table 7 .3 
. ·, 
.. 
. . B s w B s w ·a r 
_J s 
0 79 '2 15 66 0 17 61 
0 79 2 15 66 0 17 61 
21 60 0 17 64 
0 60 · 21 ,. 7 71 







The contents of this· table should be self-explanatory. The B, S, 
and W columns under each forecasting method stand for the number of 
,. 
times that method was better than, the s.ame as, or worse than,. the 
method ·designated by the row index. 
. .. 
The B and W column's of Table .7. 3 were then analyzed in an attempt 
to discover when these conditions occurred. The follo~ing observations 
were made: 
7. 21 In the .. cases when Y2 or Yw were better thari Ym or Y1 , the . . . ' "'i· , 
. seasonal ~actor was large and the error term was small. 
7. 22· In fourteen o:f the :fifteen cases where Y~ or Y1 was better 
• 
th~n Y3 the seasonal effect ·was medium or large. In . ' 
' 
·\.: ..... ' 
eighteen of the twenty-one cases where Y2 was better than 
':"';-_.' 
ya the same applied~ 
,-., / 
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34 ' \ 
7. 23 -In two of the three instances when Yw was better than 
-
Y3 , the error term was _small and the seasonal factor was 
large .• ·· . 
... 
-7 .24 The seven instances when Y3 was better than Yw occurred · -~.- _ 
iist. 
when ·the qua;rterly effect was large and the seasonal· 
effect" wa$ small.,·· 
-,.£ No discernible ppttern appeared in the cells not covered in th~·" 
''!"t .,., 
O~e of the desired results from these experiments was the uncover-
ing of relationships between parameter size and forecasting results • 
",};, 
Unfortunately, except for those listed above, there was no clear cut 
connect ion between techniques and sizes. Since this approach, was not 
especially fruitful, a further analysis of the experimental results 
was undertaken. 
A condensation of Table 7.3 resulted in some interesting·d~ta. 
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It · now' becomes obvious· that Y3 . and Yw are · infer.tor to the other 
I •. 
t~ree methods. Out of the 3·24 times (~1 studies x 4 other methods per 
. . 
study) t.hey were compared aga.inst the others, th'ey were best only 
. -
2.2 percent and 2.8 percent of 'the time and were worst 17 percent and 
18 percent of the time. Therefore, we will exclude them from further 
study and will concentrate further analysis on Y2 and Y1*. 
7.3 ·First Order vs- Second Order 
A close examination of .the performance of Y 1 vs. Y2 was under-
taken. From Table 7 .4 it can b~ seen that Y2 .. has a slight advantage. 
It was never worse than the other method and it held an edge in the 
number of· times1t performed better (42 vs. 32). However, this does 
not constitute an overwhelming superiority over Y 1 . Furthermore, Y2 . 
' ., 
has an additional advantage because the generating time 'series had 
.I 
a linear trend. Thi.a is precisely.what Y2 was designed for. It 
f 
was felt that two additi"onal studies were needed before any con-
clusions could be drawn·. lhey were as. follows: 
) 
7.41 An analysis of the computer costs of the two methods 
versus their performance.· 
. -----
7· .•. 42 .. ,An inves~igation · into the ·reason··why second 
I 
order expo-~ 
. . ~-,. ' -
hent ial smoothing did not show a marked· ··superiority over 
.. ' 
r1 when applied to trend data. 
The next two sections cont.ain the findings from these studie·s. 
. ( 
7 .4 .. Cost Analysis 
\.. 
'\ .... , ... ····•· .... 
. In '"'comparing the Y1 agai.p.st ·y2 .. __ on a -cost basis one would. like to 
*Moving average (Ym) -~nd· Y1 will be treated· as one. 
·~' 
~ ' 
>~; . f . ' 
' '' .-
. :,, 
·, ; .. : 
• 
, . 
. . .. ) . . 
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-perform some type 0£ classical economic anal.ysis. However, the myriad 
. / 
... problems thi!s raises rules ouf this approach. For example, the com• 
• 
puter processing costs are a function of the cost of the machine beint 
used, its internal speed, and the programming language. Then one 
must assess the costs of making a less perfect forecast. And finally, 
.. 
the,total number of time series being processed would affect the 
outcome. · Since these factors ar.e so difficult to determine, a for-
mal economic analysis was not attempted. Instead, a less precise 
:StUd-y · based on this experiment was performed. 
~ t!ming run indicate~ that it took·246 seconds to forecast a 
48 point time series using Y2 . It ~ook 87 seconc)s for Y1 • The IBM 
. 
1410 used for the trial cost $100/hr. Therefore, the extra computer ..... 
l _ .... 
cost'· of Y2 is $.028/sec. · x 159 sec.· or $4.45/study. For the entire 
exl)'eriment the extra cost is 81 studies x ($4. 45) or $360.. This 
means that in the two studies where Y2 was better than. Y1 !he saving • 
J per study .must be equal to or greater than.$180 in order to justify 
using Y2 • · This now becomes a J.Udgmental decision. The author 
,questioned_~_ number of men engaged in forecasting work and they were 
·,. 
"' . of the opinion· that the poor forec·asts ·would riot cost $180 or an 
average part.. Part ot their re!"asoning was based on the fact that the 
forecast would be part of an inventory or product ion control syste~. 
The effect of. the suboptimum forecast would appear in inventory 
carrying charges, less optimum production schedul.es, etc~ Therefore, 
' · the effec·t of the poor forecast would be moderated ~y these -systems.· 
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· ~ .. 7.-5 . Trend Analysis 
·.~-
One would norm~l,~y suspect that second order e:xi,onential smoothing. 
would handiiy outperform first order · exponential smoothing on t·rend, 




tional study in this area.~Time series having parameter sizes out-
" side the range of those covered in the experiment were generated. 
The first one involved C = O, D = O, and E = O. For this straight 
line time series Y2 was significantly better than Y1 • However, as 
soon as E was fixed -at • 05% (A + Bt) , Y2 advantage· began to diminish •. 
In fact, for C == • 0~, D == • 05, and E · = • 05 the two methods are equal. 
, The· small amount of "noise" added to the straight line was sufficient 
to negate the advantage Y2 enjoyed because of the B factor in the 
t' 
equation. Therefore, just because a ~et_. of points has a known 
linear trend is· not sufficient cause·· for ~sing Y2 • For any pertur-
bating factors such &s seasonal trends can limit its effectiveness. 
., ' 
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CHAPTER VIII· ,/ 
. ' ( 
... CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
8.0 Conclusions 
·-The analysis in Sections 7 .3 - 7 .6 indicate·s that a forecaster 
... '. 
should use first order exponential smoothing or movin~_average in-• 
stead of second or third order exponential smoothing or· linear 
regression. It also indicated that forecasters should not use third-
-order exponential smoothing or linear regression. These conclusions 
were borne out when these five techniques were applied to Omaha PCC 
cable· data (Appendix II). The conclusions are the results of a 
' ser,ies of experiments and, as such, are subject to the restrictions, 
.assumptions, and design of the ·experimental procedure. The_followi:ng \ ' 
section will discus~ the effect rif these factors during the testing 
pr-ocedure and how the conclusions .may have been affected by them. 
8.1 Analysis of Experimental Procedure 
Upon analyzing the entire project, the following factors 
appeared to have played a decisive· role in s.haping the concl~sions: 
,, 
8 .11- The ··choice of forecasting technique. · 
8.12· The developme~t of a generating equation. 
8 .13 The interiid'tion of 8 .11 and 8 .12 • 
:;~~ 
_8 .14 The method chosen for measuring the forecast error. 
' . ' " 
. •• ,.; I!,' 
. "' 
"' ' •. 
8 .15 The · design of the ANOVA when analyzing the forecast er:ror. -
, . 
.. Each of these will be discussed in detail.· 
-
- ' 
8.11 The Choice of Forecasting.Technique: 
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data upon which it is b~ing -Used has-- a:~ertain fprm. 'For example J in f " 
. ' this study moving average and first order. exponential -sni°-othing per-




ing .. and linear regression are designed for data of the form xt _= a + bt , __ 
-and' third order expQnential smo·othing _is -best fo~ xt = 
Also, their "operating characteristics~' are different. 
' 2 
a + bt t ict . 
Moving 





tial s~oothing is quite similar _to movirrg averages in this regard. 
This means that these methods are very useful ~hen the _forecaster 
-wishes to use only the most current data' in making his· forecast. 
However, these methods do not react nearly as quickly to sudden 
changes in the demand pattern as second or third order exponential 
smoothing. The crucial point here_is that forecasters and experi-
~ente!s be cognizant of the advantages and disadvantages of these 
techniques. 
8.12 The -Development of The Generating Equation: 
,;. 
/The goal here is to develop a ge1:1erating equation, or equations, 
-which in some way simulate real world activity. Th~ main problems 
4RJ..._are twofold. First of all, the many different situations en- . _ 
• ' ' ' 
countered in the real world are difficult t.o_ model· by one, or more 
than one equation. Secondly, the generation of error terms raises 
' many interesting problems. Should it be constant for each: point, or -
_...£!:J: 
should -it be- a function. of the value o_f th·at poi"nt?. If it is constant 
) 
"'· and the data has a trend_, ---the value of the ·error increases or de-
.. 
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-·this problem is.,eliminated. · However, one now--must·define the~ . 
function and determine if it performs. as. desired. The.se problems 
, become especially trying .when viewed in light of section- 8.,13. 
8.13 The Interaction of Forecasting Techniques and Time Series Generation: 
. . 
This area creates the most difficulty for the experimenter and 
is -probably the hardest to solve. One would like to develo~ a method 
for generating a time series. such that all forecasting techniques 
,J 
have an equal opportunity when applied to it. That is, it is de-
~ 
sirable to avoid biasing the results in favor of certain forecasting D 
techniques because of the choice of data.· For example, in this 
study there was a bias .against second or ·third order exponential 
smoothing because there were no sudden changes in level in the gene-
rated data. Als·o, first order exponential smoothing and moving 
. averages were favored becaus_e there was no change in the period of 
---
the trigoneme'bric fungt_i.ons. - The ability of these methods to:'. use -- - .... - . 
.... only the most current data allowed them to better track the data 
,.. 
than the other methods. Linear regression was at a. dfsadvantage 
because the error term gradually increased as time increased. Since 
~ -
this method is heavily weighed by the past data it had difficulty in 
• . 
reacting to these fluctuations, It would be desirablevwhen gene-
. rating the data to avoid this type of biasing. It ·does .appear that 
..,.., . 
· it would be extremely difficult· to have one equation generate data . 
that.was unbiased. Inste~d, a family of equations embodying step 
., 
" -functions, ·ramps·, impulses, trigonemetric functions with different 
periodicity, etc.·, will probably be r.e.quired. In this case the 
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---
evaluation of the results will become a .complex statis~ical procedure~ 
.. 
·While. the development of these families of equations ·and statistical · 
procedures appears difficult, it would also appear to be the best way 
of having a fair experiment. 
. 
, .. · 
8.14 Measurement of Forecast Error: 
The measure·ment of forecast error would appear on the surface 
to be straightforward. These are, ·however, two problems which must 
be resolved. One concerns the mechanics of measu.rement. Do you 
use total absolute error, mean absolute error, root mean squared error, 
. } 
etc.J Each of these methods may affect the conclusion. For example, 
our ~hoice of total absolute error placed linear regression at a 
dis advantage , for it was developed from a least squares . concept , 
which employs sums of squares error. Our choice. was .dictated by 
our need to keep computer pro~essing time to a minimum. But the 
price we payed for this decision should be recognized. Secondlj, the 
forecast error will vary as a function of the lead time of ·the fore-




designing the experiment. 
8.15 Design of the ANOVA: 
., 
The core of this problem area involves the design _ of the ANOVA. 
"· 
. .. More precisely, i.t -involves how one proceeds. to determine the experi-'--
. 
.-~· 
-·--··- ·-------···-... ,··. -· --··-·- · .... ------·menta1-· error-: ln a·-~ormal A.NOVA the experimental error is that portion 
-0f the variance in the data not accounted for by the causal factors. 
-In physical experiments these are such items .as dirt, humidity, un-, 
known temperature gradients, etc. Bu-t in a computer sim11lation these 
non-causal fa~.tors ·:do not exis~. In this project's studies the error 
a .. 
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is ~upplied by ·a term -in the generating equation. _( This tends to 
blur the meaningcr·'"Of experim~:ntal ·error and· raises some interesting 
', .. 
q~estions in th~. design of the experiment •. · 
The researcher normally.attempts to account for as mQch of the 
variance as possible. Theref~re, he would easily be tempted to use a 
two-way ANOVA as opposed to the ol)e-way ANOVA used in· this study. 
\ 
.. However, if thi~- is do:ne the_ experimental error becomes vary small 
. (Appendix III contains an illustration of this"), for the removal of 
-the variance arising from the difference in the four equations com-
, ' 
prising each study leaves only ~omputer round off error and the two 
factor inter.action as possible sources of· error. This, in turn, llEls 
a tremendous effect on the F ratios and a portion (6.22) of the 
' Scheffe I test. Ob•iously the results and conclusions of the experi-
ment will be greatly affected. 
' 
A possible alternative to the two-way ANOVA is a replicated 
' two-way ANOVA. Th"is allows the: resear.£}ler g.reater leeway in -com--·. 
· puting an F r~tio.+ In this study the result is a mixed-effects model. 
o&..... 
·That is, we are only interested in the five gi.ven forecast methods, 4 • V 
but the four equations are viewed as being a random sample from an 
. 
- . 
. infinite -upiverse of such equations. This type of ·model i's very 
. . . 
·complex· to analyze, and statisticians have differ.ant ideas on its 
- ----- --·-- ' 
---- ·-- - ·-- ·-
:. .-~ 
-- - - .. - --------.-.-..~-----·--· .. ~-·- ~-
... 





interpret at ion (2). From all 6f this discu~sion one point should.be 
~ 
clear. The ~esign of the e·xperiment for simulate·d data can be quite 
~ 
difficult and should be thoroughly explored before any programming 
is begun. 
-~· ·,-,· 
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8.2 - Recommendations for Future Study 
' 
.. ... Cl> •. 
.• 
t" ... 
' . Section 8 .1. c·ontains many· suitable areas for future ·study. Tlie 
most important ones are: ( 1) the development of an unbiased method 
of generating time series and the attendant random error terms, (2) 
""" 
determining how the forecast error measurement technique and the~se--
lection of lead t~me affects the experiment's results, and (3) de--
termining the proper design for ~NOVA or similar technique. 
Another fruitful area to be explored . is the determina·tion of Cl 
~-
for the smoothing techniques. This is an extre~ely difficult area 
involving· a total cost curve· based on the cost of stab~lity and 
,r 
response of the smoothjng techniques. The author recommends Chapter 
. 8 ~n Brown (1) and thei .article by Trigg and Pitts, (11) for an intro- -
. . . 
, 
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· CABLE DEMAND · 
ss~. PAP 
- ·1 
-· AMT. AMT. 
Jan. 3.07 1715 5.14 ·1543 9.22 4108 
Feb. 4.34 24.25 ,<_ 8.98 2698 
,. 
March 6. 70 3744 
April 10. 78 6020· 
May 15.95 8911 
·, June 14 .99 8375 
July 3.47 1938 
Aug. 13. 73 7668 
Sept. 12 .14 6781 
Oct. 5.22 2915 
Nov. 3.99 2229 
llec. 5. 57 3113 




2nd. 41. 7 ______ 23306 
' 
3rd. 29.3 16387 












" 10.7.8 3236 
26.09 ·7831 
-26 .29 7893 





6. 75. 3007 
·1_.58 3379 
13.85 6169. 
...... 'l ~ ••• 
8.18 3643 
' 7 .02 3130 
10 .13 4513 
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Results. From Actual 
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. ···---~r~}~: ;,r 
. •.,.• 
:J, ·'· ,· (, I'! ' • ,. , ' I ' I ' ., • 2· (q.., ... J ' 
.. -:- .L • i. 
···:·. 12.3 . .._,.. 12 .• 4 
. 12.4 18.4 
7 .• 3 I 6.8 6.8. 6.8 8.7 ..,,. 
\:.\ ,•: 
42.0- 40.1 -40.9 40.1 57.8 
'"r.'' 
161.6 148.5 148.5 148.6 182.4 






._t,; 181.0. 181.0 181.9 242.0 
. 95.9 
, 
88.7 89.2 89.2 127.2 
2.65. 8 282.6 . ,-291. 3 291. 2· 352.7 
295.5 261.9 257.9 258.4 302.7 





Mean Sq. F 
Treat·ment 4 4438.8 
.371 
· ... 
Error 45 537404 , 11942. 3 
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JIHE SERIES EQUATION 









• 20F SIN ( 2P I ( f:J°ii2Jf •. 10F· C0SC2PICTl/4t+ ECO, .• 05). 
. ' 
- . -~- ~-~ - .. ..... . . .. -
. ·N·., A~-1- AL-2 AL-3 N FE-1 ·FE-2 . FE-3 -FE-4 FE-5 
.. 1·."ocr :i .• Qo 1. oo .35 5.00 \,25.0 125.0 1·25.0 166.8 156.1 
1.-. 0.0 1.00 
1-.0·0 .95 
1.00 .30 2.00 143.7 143.~ 143.7 174.4 169.8 
l.OO, .• 35 5.00 -112.9 132.6 132.9 160. 7 164.6 
:1.00 1.00 1.00 
AVERAGE 
-· 
.40 5.00 154.9 154.9 154.9 182.8 177.~ 
119.1 119.1 119.1 111.2 167.o 
ANA~YSIS OF VARIANCE 
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. Two-Way ANOVA 

























. Mean Sq. 
1087 .63 
639. 61 
~ ~ 11.20 
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